
 
 

No. 535  
 
 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY 

  
WRITTEN QUESTION 

 

  
Mr. Higgins to the Treasurer: 

  
 

NT Infrastructure Development Fund and NT Beverages  
 

1. Please advise what will happen to the Northern Territory Infrastructure 
Development Fund’s investment in NT Beverages following the wind up 
of the Northern Territory Infrastructure Development Fund (NTIDF).  

 

2. How will this investment be scrutinized, monitored and evaluated going 
forward?  
 

3. Who will represent Territory taxpayers at NT Beverages Board and 

management meetings?  
 

4. What type of investment did the NTIDF make in NT Beverages? Was it 
one off grant funding, equity or some other arrangement?  

 
5. What were the terms and conditions of this investment?  

 
6. Given that the NTIDF is being wound up, will these terms and 

conditions of investment be made public? If not, why not?  
 

7. What is the expected rate of return on this investment by NTIDF in NT 
Beverages?  

 
8. How does this compare with returns available through index funds, 

cash deposit rates and secured debt?  
 

9. Was Treasury consulted by the NTIDF prior to NTIDF making an 
investment with NT Beverages? If so what form did this take? 
 

10. What was the risk profile associated with this investment?  

 
11. Was a risk profile assessment provided to Treasury or Government by 

the NTIDF for the investment in NT Beverages? If not, why not?  
 

12. Was a business case provided to Treasury or Government by the 
NTIDF for the investment in NT Beverages? If not, why not? 
 



 
 

13. Given that Government now has a significant investment in NT 
Beverages has an operations and expenses report been provided to the 
shareholding Minister? If not, why not?  

 
14. What is the median salary at NT Beverages?  

 
15. How does this compare to similarly sized businesses in this industry?  

 
16. What is the cost of production at the NT Beverages plant and are there 

any risks to this forecast?  
 

17. What is the current mark up and profit on each unit?  
 

18. What risks have been identified that would negatively impact on the NT 
Beverages business case?  

 
19. When will Territory taxpayers see a return on investment from their 

investment in NT Beverages?  
 

20. How many people does NT Beverages currently employ?  
 

21. How many of these people are local?  
 

22. How many are FIFO?  
 

23. Who did the legal work for this investment?  
 

24. Was the legal firm a local NT based company?  
 

25. If a local legal firm was not used in preparation of the investment 
paperwork, why not?  

 
26. How many other investors are involved with NT Beverages?  

 
27. Who are they, and what are their debt/equity holdings?  

 
28. How has the NT Government’s investment in NT Beverages performed 

from initial funding to date?  
 

29. Were there any known, disclosed conflicts of interest before the NTIDF 
invested in NT Beverages?  
 

30. Were there any known, disclosed conflicts of interest after the NTIDF 

invested in NT Beverages?  
 

31. When will the NTIDF 2018 Annual report be made public?  
 

32. What customer contracts are in place at present, and where are the 
KPIs regarding future customer contracts?  
 



 
 

33. On Friday, 25 August 2017, NT Beverages signed a 10-year contract 
with one of South Korea’s leading FMCG distribution Companies, Jace 
Company. However, Jace Company’s website does not appear to list 

Akuna Blue, why is this so?  
 

34. How confident are you that the current employees and management at 
NT Beverages have the appropriate skills, relevant experiences and 

technical expertise to deliver on the ambitious growth plans the 
company has publicly stated?  
 

35. Under the investment agreement with NT Beverages, what will Territory 

taxpayers $10 million investment enable NT Beverages to do?  
 

36. What will the $10 million be used for? If NT Beverages cannot account 
for what this investment will be used for, why not?  

 
37. Why is it that NT Beverages has not issued any public statements since 

Tuesday, 29 August 2017?  


